
From: SPKRegulatoryMailbox <SPKRegulatoryMailbox@usace.army.mil> - US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2022 12:21 PM 
To: Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Subject: RE: Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

Dear Sir: 

The Colorado West office of USACE Regulatory would be the site interested in this material. 
They were moved to the Albuquerque District last year. 
We will forward the information, but for your reference, any future contact with USACE Regulatory for your area 
should be sent to: 

SPA-RD-CO@usace.army.mil 

v/r 

SPK Regulatory Mailbox 
4/25-4/29 

ATTACHMENT D
Referral Agency, Applicant replies, 
& Public comments combined.

mailto:SPA-RD-CO@usace.army.mil


From: David Johnson <djohnson@rfta.com> - ROARING FORK TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 5:36 PM 
To: Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Subject: RE: REMINDER: Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

Jim: 

Thanks for including RFTA in the referral process. This looks like a great public improvement to the Town. 

No further comments. 

David Johnson, AICP 
Director of Planning 
Roaring Fork Transportation Authority 
1340 Main Street; Carbondale, CO 81623 
970.384.4979 (phone), 970.376.4492 (mobile) 



From: Betsy Crum <bcrum@tosv.com> - TOSV HOUSING DEPARTMENT 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2022 2:05 PM 
To: Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Subject: RE: Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

Gotcha.  Thank you.  I have no further comments – all looks good from Housing’s standpoint. 

Betsy 

Betsy Crum 
Housing Director 
Town of Snowmass Village 
bcrum@tosv.com 
(970) 922-2267

From: Betsy Crum <bcrum@tosv.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2022 2:19 PM 
To: Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Subject: RE: Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

I had time!  It actually looks like it will make the whole park nicer for the Coffey Place folks. 

Betsy Crum 
Housing Director 
Town of Snowmass Village 
bcrum@tosv.com 
(970) 922-2267

mailto:bcrum@tosv.com
mailto:bcrum@tosv.com


Town of Snowmass Village  P.O. Box 5010, Snowmass Village, Colorado 81615  970.923.2543   www.tosv.com 
e-mail: transport@tosv.com

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT MEMO 

To: Jim Wahlstrom  

From: Sam Guarino 

CC: Dave Shinneman 

Date: 5/20/2022 

Re: Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

Below are my questions and comments regarding parking and transportation in the 
Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

• Page 8
o I believe this new design shows 22 parking spots at checkpoint Charlie

and 108 in the new paved lot south of the Rodeo Arena. During the winter
would all these spots be available for day skier parking in the winter, or
would some be reserved for other uses?

o The transportation department conducts daily car counts of the rodeo lot
each day at approximately 12:30pm. This past winter there were 29 days
where over 400 cars were counted and 15 where over 500 cars were
counted. Additionally, we had 6 days where the Rodeo Overflow was
reported completely full at any point during the day. The reduction in
parking in the plan will lead to a substantial increase in the number of days
when day skier parking fills within Snowmass Village. Are regional
transportation services, with skiers diverted to other parking areas, and
other stakeholders prepared for this change?

o The upper two parking stalls furthest west are grayed out on pages 8 and
9, however on pages 10 and 11 they are shown as normal stalls. Is there
a special use planned for these two stalls?

- INITIAL COMMENTS

http://www.tosv.com/


From: Sam Guarino <sguarino@tosv.com> - TRANSPORTATION COMMENTS 2 - FOLLOW UP
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2022 4:55 PM 
To: Dave Shinneman <dshinneman@tosv.com>; Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Subject: RE: REMINDER: Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

Dave and Jim,  

I apologize for the delay in my response, I am at a conference this week in CO Springs. 

Thank you for looking into this and forwarding to the applicant. I did note their quoted number of 650 and I also 
could not find where they found that number. To my knowledge we have never counted more than 600 cars in the 
paved and overflow lots combined, although we did count 596 one day this winter. 

While I have seen a few numbers quoted in different documents as to the amount of available spaces in the 
Rodeo+Overflow I simply wanted to convey that 430 vehicles is far less than we currently are able to park and the 
frequency at which the day skier parking fills will be increased. This will lead to a greater demand for the skier bus 
service from the intercept and possibly increase abuse of the numbered lots. Understanding that these parking 
numbers have been approved by council I want to make sure that the transportation system is properly set up and 
RFTA and/or SkiCo are prepared to take on the demand that is currently handled by the Village Shuttle on those 
biggest days.  

As a side note I believe originally the rodeo arena was to be available for parking in the new design but that no 
longer appears to be the case. Curious if either of you know the reason for this. 

Thank you, 

Sam Guarino 
Transportation Director 
Town of Snowmass Village 
P.O. Box 5010 
Snowmass Village, Colorado 81615 
p. 970.923.2543 ext. 411, f. 970.923.5986

sguarino@tosv.com

mailto:sguarino@tosv.com


From: Brandi Lindt <BLindt@tosv.com> - TOWN FINANCE DEPARTMENT – INITIAL COMMENTS
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2022 2:05 PM 
To: Dave Shinneman <dshinneman@tosv.com>; Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Cc: Sara Nester <snester@tosv.com> 
Subject: Wetlands Mitigation funds 

Hi Guys- 

I wanted to let you know that there is $61,455 sitting in an escrow account to be spent.  I have attached the back 
that shows why we received the money.  I’m not exactly sure what it can be spent on and wanted to see if you guys 
can look back at your records.  If we can spend this soon that would be great.   

Thanks, 

Brandi Lindt  
Assistant Finance Director 

PO Box 5010 
Snowmass Village, CO 81615 
T 970-923-3796 
blindt@tosv.com 

From: Brandi Lindt <BLindt@tosv.com> - TOWN FINANCE DEPARTMENT – FOLLOW UP COMMENTS
Sent: Wednesday, June 1, 2022 10:29 AM 
To: Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Subject: RE: Wetlands Mitigation funds 

Hi Jim – 

Marianne wants you to change the language to the following.  Hunt was requesting to use the funds on a project 
completed a few years before his email so that is why it couldn’t be used for that project, so we don’t think that 
needs to be included.   

“The Town’s Finance Department sent comments on May 26, 2022 to the Community 

Development Department (see Attachment D) indicating there is money being held in a Wetlands 

Mitigation escrow account waiting to be spent on a wetlands mitigation project within the Town of 

Snowmass Village.  The Finance Department has held these funds pending an expenditure on a 

Wetland Mitigation project.  Town Staff has added a draft condition in the Resolution indicating 

that the funds may be utilized at the Town Entryway or for the Snowmass Town Park project.” 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Brandi 

mailto:blindt@tosv.com


From: John Mele <JMele@roaringforkfire.org> - ROARING FORK FIRE RESCUE
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2022 1:33 PM 
To: Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com>; Anne Martens <AMartens@tosv.com>; Ryan Gordon <ryang@sgm-
inc.com>; Jim Pidcock <jpidcock@roaringforkfire.org>; SPA-RD-CO@usace.army.mil 
Cc: Clint Kinney <CKinney@tosv.com>; Dave Shinneman <dshinneman@tosv.com>; Andy Worline 
<AWorline@tosv.com>; Christine Shine <cs@connectonedesign.com>; Sara Tie <st@connectonedesign.com> 
Subject: RE: 2nd REMINDER: Snowmass Town Park Special Review 

Jim, 

As we have indicated several times before. We are not in agreement with the EMS location of ambulance in the 
parking lot. This equipment and personnel need to be located in a position to respond appropriately to rodeo 
emergencies.  

This location is indicated on the Landscaping plans. This has not been addressed. 

Regards, 

Joh 









 

 
-----Original Message----- 

From: dunlopenv <dunlopenv@aol.com> - ENVIRONMENTAL COMMENTS 2 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2022 4:28 PM 
To: Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> 
Subject: Re: Snowmass Town Park status 
 
Jim, 
 
The May 31, 2022 JVA Engineering response to my review comments dated May 17, 2022 is adequate. I would have 
liked to have them state that oil/sand interceptors are not required instead of restating that sheet flow through 
swales and grassed areas will be enough to prevent degradation to the wetlands.  
 
Has there been any reply from the applicant regarding other sections of my findings: snowmelt, dredging, CMP, air 
quality and recreational use of the pond? 
 
At your suggestion, I will not be present for the PC meeting on June 15th. However, I will be on standby for your 
guidance regarding attendance at the TC meetings on July 5 and 18. 
 
Thank you 
Tom 
 
Thomas S. Dunlop, MPH, REHS 
245 Woodruff Road 
Glenwood Springs, CO 
81601 
 
Dunlopenv@aol.com 
(970) 945-4820 
(970) 379-4028 cell 
 
 
> On Jun 7, 2022, at 9:44 AM, Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com> wrote: 
>  
> <JVA comment response 2022 05 31.docx> 
 
 

mailto:Dunlopenv@aol.com
mailto:JWahlstrom@tosv.com
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May 24, 2022 

 

 

Via E-mail: jimwahlstrom@tosv.com  

 

Mr. Jim Wahlstrom, AICP/MPCD 

Senior Planner 

Town of Snowmass Village 

 

 

RE: SWSD – Snowmass Town Park Review Comments 

 

Dear Jim: 

 

The purpose of this letter is to provide review comments for the Snowmass Town Park Special 

Review Application on behalf of the Snowmass Water and Sanitation District (SWSD). SGM 

represents SWSD as their District engineer and has reviewed the Snowmass Town Park Special 

Review Application dated April 11th, 2022. The application was reviewed for conformance with the 

SWSD rules and regulations for water and wastewater. Please let this letter serve as SWSD’s 

formal response to the Town with District concerns and/or comments for the Snowmass Town 

Park project revised sketch plan application. 

 

1. The background water and sewer lines shown in the drawings is incorrect and need to be 

updated to reflect existing conditions. A screen shot of the District’s GIS map is shown 

below to show what is missing. As-builts were provided to JVA but they did not include the 

lines for the recreation center. The lines serving the recreation center need to be added 

and addressed in the drawings. 

 
Figure 1 - SWSD GIS Map 

w w w. s g m - i n c . c o m

GLENWOOD SPRINGS       118 West Sixth St, Suite 200 | Glenwood Springs, CO 81601 | 970.945.1004

w w w. s g m - i n c . c o m

GLENWOOD SPRINGS       118 West Sixth St, Suite 200 | Glenwood Springs, CO 81601 | 970.945.1004
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2. The grading plan shows five to seven feet of fill over the District’s water and sewer lines. 

The District’s water and sewer lines are eight to ten feet deep existing. Adding five to 

seven feet of fill over the top of the water and sewer lines will make them too deep for the 

District to repair. The grading needs to be adjusted so that the water and sewer lines are a 

maximum of ten feet deep to top of pipe or the lines need to be replaced to achieve this 

depth. 

 

3. The drawing package presents at least two different layouts of the project. It is not clear 

which layout is current. The layouts show buildings, shade structures, soccer fields, etc. 

over District water and sewer lines. The water and sewer lines need to be able to be 

repaired. While the easements are not exclusive, anything constructed within the District’s 

easements are at the risk of the Town. It is recommended to remove all permanent vertical 

structures from within the District’s easements for water and sewer lines. 

 

4. The landscaping plan shows trees located directly over the water and sewer lines. The 

trees and any deep-rooted landscaping needs to be removed from the District’s 

easements so that the lines can be repaired or replaced without removing landscaping. 

 

5. The District’s lift station has grading and retaining walls on the west and south sides of the 

building. The grading and retaining walls do not work for the District. The District has to be 

able to get service vehicles to the front doors on the south side of the buildings to service 

and repair the lift station. The retaining walls need to be removed and the grading modified 

to allow for access to the front doors. The lift station can also be relocated if the Town 

would prefer at the cost of the Town. 

 

6. The access to the lift station needs to be unobstructed and unrestricted any time of the 

day for a vacumn truck in the case there is a lift station failure. 

 

7. SWSD will perform an EQR audit on the final construction drawings when they are ready 

and additional System Development Fees will need to be paid for the additional 

bathrooms. 

 

8. The District will require an agreement with the Town if the District’s water lines, sewer lines 

or lift station are modified or replaced in anyway. The Town will be responsible for all 

construction, engineering and legal fees required for the project.  

 

If you have any questions, please call. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

SGM 

 

 

Chris Lehrman, PE 

District Engineer 

 

Cc e-mail: Kit Hamby  

w w w. s g m - i n c . c o m



 
From: Chris Lehrman <ChrisL@sgm-inc.com>- SWSD COMMENTS TO REVISED PLANS/RESPONSES FROM APPLICANT 
Sent: Monday, June 6, 2022 10:23 AM 
To: J.R. Spung <jspung@jvajva.com> 
Cc: st@connectonedesign.com; Dylan A. Dunn <ddunn@jvajva.com> 
Subject: RE: Snowmass Town Park - Man Hole Locations for Measurement 
 
JR, 
 
This is great news. Yes, lets make  the maximum depth 12 feet. If the manholes are raised more than a few inches, 
we will have to pull the top and add a center section. 
 
Your mapping is still missing the line that serves the rec center and restroom at bus stop. Your grading plan looks 
much better over the sewer lines. 

 
 
Chris Lehrman, PE 
Project Manager 

 

 
 

 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sgm-inc.com%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cjspung%40jvajva.com%7Cab08482588e544c8d94208da47d8e21a%7C501b2fbd691540988ae585cee04e5871%7C0%7C0%7C637901294130527166%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=G%2Bbm0bS6i%2BSsKqoWWDVElDp4FlGzZRAjjoAwDjapJzc%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F%23!%2FSGM.Inc&data=05%7C01%7Cjspung%40jvajva.com%7Cab08482588e544c8d94208da47d8e21a%7C501b2fbd691540988ae585cee04e5871%7C0%7C0%7C637901294130527166%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=azyWF8Sf1UsuQdYl78L24OxUtpvCVOf03sCHyN34WB8%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2F1673955%3Ftrk%3Dprof-exp-company-name&data=05%7C01%7Cjspung%40jvajva.com%7Cab08482588e544c8d94208da47d8e21a%7C501b2fbd691540988ae585cee04e5871%7C0%7C0%7C637901294130527166%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=QlWPK9k42yADJFzxZIYM9af%2Bt0srwiweOqXW2TA9YWY%3D&reserved=0
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Sara Tie

From: Chris Lehrman <ChrisL@sgm-inc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 2:26 PM
To: Sara Tie
Cc: Christine Shine; jspung@jvajva.com; Kit Hamby (khamby@swsd.org)
Subject: RE: Snowmass Town Park - Political approvals applicant responses

Sara, 
 

1. The revised grading plans that have been provided have removed permanent structures and have kept the 
sewer lines to 12 feet deep maximum. I know the drawings are preliminary but I trust that we can continue to 
work together to meet the District’s needs. 
 

2. SWSD Lift Station – I am confident that working together on the lift station, we can relocate existing doors, 
construct a new structure for the generator or redo the site so that the lift station can remain accessible to the 
District for any ongoing maintenance or emergency maintenance the District may need. 
 

As far as the generator, the location of the panels, wiring, etc. has more to do with electrical code so until we have our 
plan in place, I can’t tell you exactly where the panels need to be located. Normally you have to have an emergency shut 
off within eyesight, etc. 
 
Chris Lehrman, PE 
Project Manager 

 

 
 
 
 

From: Sara Tie <st@connectonedesign.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 1:19 PM 
To: Chris Lehrman <ChrisL@sgm-inc.com> 
Cc: Christine Shine <cs@connectonedesign.com>; jspung@jvajva.com 
Subject: Snowmass Town Park - Political approvals applicant responses 
 
Hi Chris,  
 
In order for us to move the political approvals forward, the town has requested a quick email from you as the 
representative of the SWSD that you are comfortable with the town park team pursuing a new door on the lift station 
and the relocation of the generator into its own shed, as well as a maximum of 12’ of fill over the sewer lines. The town 
will be re-referring the plans back out to you, but obviously we will be working with you in the interim on these updated 
configurations as JR’s team gets them on paper. 
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Snowmass Town Park 

Special Review Application 

Responses to Referral Agency Comments 06/07/2022 

 

 

1) Housing Department 

a) (No Responses) 

 

2) US Army Corps of Engineers 

a) (No Responses) 

 

3) RFTA 

a) (No Responses) 

 

4) Transportation 

a) Question/Comment: “I believe this new design shows 22 parking spots at checkpoint Charlie 

and 108 in the new paved lot south of the Rodeo Arena. During the winter would all these spots 

be available for day skier parking in the winter, or would some be reserved for other uses?” 

i) Applicant Response: Yes, these parking spaces are intended to be available for day skier 

parking in the winter 

b) Question/Comment: “The upper two parking stalls furthest west are grayed out on pages 8 and 

9, however on pages 10 and 11 they are shown as normal stalls. Is there a special use planned 

for these two stalls?” 

i) Applicant Response: There are no special uses planned for these stalls; they are 

intended for regular parking. 

c) Question/Comment: “As a side note I believe originally the rodeo arena was to be available for 

parking in the new design but that no longer appears to be the case. Curious if either of you 

know the reason for this.” 

i) Applicant Response: The project is still being designed to allow for parking of the arena 

floor and some other portions of the rodeo grounds, which will add an additional 

parking count of approximately 90 unpaved spaces. We did not include the unpaved 

spaces in the application as there is on-going discussion regarding whether parking in 

the rodeo arena is the best use, and we did not want to over-estimate our parking 

counts if that arena parking goes away.  
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5) Environmental 

a) Question/Comment: “It is suggested that an engineering consideration be given to installation 

of oil/grease/sand interceptors be installed to minimize uncontrolled runoff into the wetlands 

and waterway.” 

i) Applicant Response: The statement from the drainage report, “It is not anticipated that 

any of the proposed improvements will negatively impact any downstream facilities” is 

accurate. The detention pond will pick up all stormwater from the west parking lot. This 

detention pond has been designed with a 40-hour drain time. This extended drain time is 

used to facilitate pollutant removal and total suspended solids. As stated in the report, the 

east parking lot drainage is to, “be conveyed via sheet flow and curb and gutter flow to a 

series of existing grassed/cobble swales and CMP pipes which ultimately outfall to the 

existing wetland area.” The additional impervious area added to the east parking lot is fairly 

small, approximately 2000 SF. The existing grassed/cobble areas should be sufficient to 

provide mitigation for the additional impervious area. The remainder of the narrative, 

“Flows from the remaining improvements including the rodeo, sports fields and associated 

walks will sheet flow into the existing wetland area” remains true and runoff from these 

areas should have no negative impact to the wetlands areas. 

b) Question/Comment: “The areas identified for snow storage should also be considered for 

capture and treatment of contaminants found in melting snow prior to discharge to receiving 

waters.” 

i) Applicant Response: The snow storage diagram has been revised so that snow storage 

coincides with basins/landscaped areas. 

c) Question/Comment: “It is recommended that a CMP be developed, submitted, and approved 

for this project.” 

i) Applicant Response: The CMP will be submitted at the time of permit submittal.  

6) Roaring Fork Fire 

a) Question/Comment: “We are not in agreement with the EMS location of ambulance in the 

parking lot. This equipment and personnel need to be located in a position to respond 

appropriately to rodeo emergencies.” 

i) Applicant Response: The applicant has removed reference to EMS parking locations on 

the plans, and recommends that the rodeo operator coordinate directly with emergency 

services for staging during their event. 

 

7) Snowmass Water and Sanitation District 

a) Question/Comment: “The background water and sewer lines shown in the drawings is incorrect 

and need to be updated to reflect existing conditions. A screen shot of the District’s GIS map is 

shown below to show what is missing. As-builts were provided to JVA but they did not include 
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the lines for the recreation center. The lines serving the recreation center need to be added and 

addressed in the drawings.  

i) Applicant Response: The survey we received did not show the service line for the 

recreation center. It has been added to the plans. The provided project survey only 

shows one sanitary line leaving the lift station towards the southeast. The supplied GIS 

shows two lines. 

b) Question/Comment: “The grading plan shows five to seven feet of fill over the District’s water 

and sewer lines. The District’s water and sewer lines are eight to ten feet deep existing. Adding 

five to seven feet of fill over the top of the water and sewer lines will make them too deep for 

the District to repair. The grading needs to be adjusted so that the water and sewer lines are a 

maximum of ten feet deep to top of pipe or the lines need to be replaced to achieve this depth.” 

i) Applicant Response: The grading plan has been updated to reduce the fill on top of the 

existing sanitary sewer line. Per field measurements, the existing lines are 4-10 feet 

deep. We are proposing to keep the existing manholes below 12’ deep. That maximum 

depth has been approved by SWSD per Chris Lehrman’s email on 6/6/2022.  

c) Question/Comment: “The drawing package presents at least two different layouts of the 

project. It is not clear which layout is current. The layouts show buildings, shade structures, 

soccer fields, etc. over District water and sewer lines. The water and sewer lines need to be able 

to be repaired. While the easements are not exclusive, anything constructed within the District’s 

easements are at the risk of the Town. It is recommended to remove all permanent vertical 

structures from within the District’s easements for water and sewer lines.” 

i) Applicant Response: The plans have been revised to show the removal of all permanent 

structures within the easements or crossing the lines. Any walls that remain are boulder 

or segmental block retaining with no permanent foundations. 

d) Question/Comment: “The landscaping plan shows trees located directly over the water and 

sewer lines. The trees and any deep-rooted landscaping needs to be removed from the District’s 

easements so that the lines can be repaired or replaced without removing landscaping.” 

i) Applicant Response: The plans have been revised to show the removal of trees from 

conflict with the lines. Per conversation with Chris Lehrman, trees may remain in the 

easements if they maintain appropriate distance from the utilities.  

e) Question/Comment: “The District’s lift station has grading and retaining walls on the west and 

south sides of the building. The grading and retaining walls do not work for the District. The 

District has to be able to get service vehicles to the front doors on the south side of the buildings 

to service and repair the lift station. The retaining walls need to be removed and the grading 

modified to allow for access to the front doors. The lift station can also be relocated if the Town 

would prefer at the cost of the Town.”  
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i) Applicant Response: The updated design shows direct truck access to the south side of 

the building. Because this solution is not ideal for the park, the project team has worked 

with SWSD for an alternative solution including doors on the north side of the lift station 

and the relocation of the generator. The drawings for this solution are in progress and 

will be approved by SWSD. 

f) Question/Comment: “The access to the lift station needs to be unobstructed and unrestricted 

any time of the day for a vacuum truck in the case there is a lift station failure.” 

i) Applicant Response: The parking spots in front of the new access to the lift station have 

been removed to provide an unobstructed access to the existing south door of the lift 

station. 

g) Question/Comment: “SWSD will perform an EQR audit on the final construction drawings when 

they are ready and additional System Development Fees will need to be paid for the additional 

bathrooms.” 

i) Applicant Response: No additional bathrooms are proposed at this time.  

h) Question/Comment: “The District will require an agreement with the Town if the District’s 

water lines, sewer lines or lift station are modified or replaced in anyway. The Town will be 

responsible for all construction, engineering and legal fees required for the project.” 

i) Applicant Response: Noted.  

 



From: RFV Horse Council <rfvhc.colorado@gmail.com> - ROARING FORK VALLEY HORSE COUNCIL
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2022 5:35 AM 
To: Dave Shinneman <dshinneman@tosv.com> 
Cc: Sara Nester <snester@tosv.com>; Jim Wahlstrom <JWahlstrom@tosv.com>; Holly McLain 
<rumbleridge@gmail.com>; Rheta Fulton <rhetafulton@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Planning Commission Record - RFVHC Submission for Review of Rodeo Plan 

Thank you. Here is the RFVHC's PDF for the Planning Commissioners. It's late in the day here so tomorrow the 26th I 
will be forwarding  
the revised Safety Report to POSTR.  We have asked Bill Madsen to agree to a presentation in front of the TOSV 
Town Council. We want  
to place our Safety Report on record. We can answer any questions you have. I am cc'ing Holy McLain and Rheta 
Fulton the VP for our Horse Council.  

Respectfully, Karin Reid Offield RFVHC President & Marketing Chair 

mailto:rfvhc.colorado@gmail.com
mailto:dshinneman@tosv.com
mailto:snester@tosv.com
mailto:JWahlstrom@tosv.com
mailto:rumbleridge@gmail.com
mailto:rhetafulton@gmail.com
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May 25, 2022 -  Revised RFVHC Snowmass Rodeo Safety Report  

DESIGN ITEMS WITH SAFETY IN MIND 
 

  
 

The RFVHC wants to bring the Rodeo Safety Report to the TOSV Planning 
Commissioners’ attention and ask that the current design being submitted 
for permitting be altered and rearranged to accommodate  
1. Space for contestant warm-up  2. Clearly defined and ample parking 
for trucks and trailers  3. Enough space for the flow and interaction 
between the spectators and the contestants, the vendors, the food 
and bar tents and room for the children to enjoy their special events 
and  4. The addition of the guide & outfitter staging area for trail riders 
to enjoy the Upper North Mesa Trail, one of the Roaring Fork Valley’s 
only equestrian & hiker trails located in Snowmass Village.  
 

The RFVHC represents the equestrians, farmers and ranchers that live and 
work in our valley. It has come to our attention that the plans that have 
been submitted to the TOSV Planning Commissioners are missing some 
vital details and we ask for your review of our Rodeo Safety Report.  
 

In the newest 2022 plans, the placement of the rodeo arena bleacher seating 
is redesigned to become an East / West orientation.  The safety and 
efficiency of the plans should be the driving force for making decisions for 
the rodeo contestants and for the public spectators. 
 

1. We ask for assurances from the professional designers that the 
afternoon sun with dust and light will not endanger any contestant from 
having 100% visual clarity while preforming. In this new East / West 
orientation, the sun may be in competitor’s eyes, when leaving the roping 
boxes. We want to make sure the designers have considered this 
potential liability and have discussed the situation with the competitors 
and the contestants have signed off on this change.   

 

2. There is a reduced footprint of the Rodeo Grounds that is caused by the 
addition of two Flex Space/soccer fields on the north side of the arena. 
The addition of these sports fields will make a dynamic change to the 
rodeo as we know it.  The rodeo grounds footprint is being made smaller 
and the footprint is constricting the rodeo space needed for an overall 
successful and safe rodeo operation.  
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3. The contestant’s warm-up area has been eliminated by building new 

houses and subdivisions.  The Flex Space/soccer fields area needs to 
be available for rodeo use for competitor horse warm up area. The 
contestants now warm up on asphalt bike trails, which are slippery, 
especially when it rains. Once the parking lot is paved, according to the 
current Town Park Plans, the contestants will have no open space area 
to exercise their horses.  

 

4. Future equine events, like inviting the Lipizzaner Stallions to preform, or 
leasing the grounds for a Buck Brannaman Clinic, or holding a 
championship event would be limited by the rodeo grounds lack of a 
“warm-up area” or a second arena for participants.  

 

5. When the gates open before the rodeo begins, the spectators arrive to 
enjoy a petting zoo for the small tykes, kid’s roping, mechanical bull 
rides, a cowboy saloon, and the famous BBQ dinner. Where on the plans 
is the space for the children’s gathering area to participate in the “calf 
catch”, a fun and safe family event? All these family entertainments are 
happening before and during the Western rodeo experience. The 
children love all these smaller parts of the rodeo, they pal around, 
interact and watch – and not from the grandstand. Kids need room to 
move around, and we know the community expects that too.  

 

6. The new East / West orientation has eliminated the staging area for the 
summertime daily Snowmass Village Trail Rides. The equestrian 
outfitter business was situated at the west end of the existing rodeo 
grounds. This location is also the trailhead for one of the Roaring Fork 
Valley’s only hiker/horseback trail - Upper North Mesa Trail. The RFVHC 
wants to understand where the TOSV designers intend to place the 
home base location for the Snowmass Creek Outfitter’s equestrian 
business? The staging area needs to be thought out and planned to 
meet the Western Heritage criteria the TOSV has promised the 
community.    

 

7. The current plan has diminished the rodeo grounds footprint to the point 
that the valley equestrians, horseback riding enthusiasts and rodeo 
supporters cannot properly or safely enjoy the Old West traditions.  All 
the Snowmass Village area was originally a ranch. The Alpine Bank 
building was the ranch barn. We have been told that the two sports fields 
are simply place holder spots for future activities. This space is needed 
by the rodeo.  
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8. We conclude that the current footprint design of the entire rodeo arena 

grounds is too small for the weekly 2000-2300 spectators and 
competitors. There is no room for the rodeo to function and to grow. 

 
Rodeo Arena – Items of Importance for competitors and the RFVHC 
 

We agree that the rodeo needs a new arena, stock pens, fencing, loading 
chutes, bucking chutes and return alleys to see the rodeo into the future. The 
damage that has been done to the arena fencing is from the town 
snowplows, not by the rodeo animals.  
 

1. We ask that a winter snowplow plan be created and followed to protect 
any piece of rodeo equipment on the grounds to safeguard TOSV’s 
and the Rodeo’s SWHA investments.  

 
 

2. The RFVHC recommends using the Priefert Company, Americas #1 
name in ranch and rodeo for over 50 years. The company has 
designed a map of the Rodeo Arena, which is excellent, but 
information is incomplete or missing from the maps.  

 
 

3. A safe and usable arena floor has a minimum dimension of 130 to 150 
ft width by 240 ft length.  Typical size for most arenas is 150 ft by 240 
ft. The dimensions that we see on the TOSV maps is 130’ x 235.3.  

 
 

4. Safe arena footing is critical for horses and riders’ welfare and should 
be of professional grade. We need that assurance. No short cuts. 

 

Loading & Bucking Chutes -  
 

 5. Currently, the Loading and Bucking chute set up allows only one     
angle for departure out of the gates. Rough stock - horses and bulls - 
preform best coming out of the chutes facing either left or right. The 
stock contractor is asking for dual return alleys for loading animals 
facing the animals preferred direction and is asking for 4 gates.  Two 
of the gates would allow for right sided horses & bulls, and two gates 
would allow for the left sided horses and bulls. These 4 new chutes 
will replace the three, 30-year-old, current chutes.  

 

     We want to confirm there are not changes to how the heavy-duty 
loading chutes fits into the new plan. This size and weight and bulk is 
critical for unloading livestock for animal and human safety. This is a 
very important upgrade for the Stock Contractor and for rodeo safety 
issues. 
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Return Alleys for Roping Steers & for Rough Stock  
 

6.The bucking horses and bulls will have two separate alleys to service 
the bucking chutes. The roping steers are sent through a return alley 
the length of the area to the back of the “Header & Heeler” boxes and 
are then fed into the chute between the two boxes for release. The 
return alley on all maps needs to be labeled. There are no dimensions 
or labeled identifications on the maps that we can identify easily.  

 

7. The Header and Healer boxes need to be 16 ft deep and 9 ft wide in 
size. There are no dimensions listed. We ask that the Priefert 
dimensions be included by the designers on the Rodeo Arena map for 
contestants to understand.   

 

8. We want to confirm that the large holding pen for the bucking horses is 
not removed and has been placed back into the design. The largest 
holding pen that we see as per the 2.9.22 design is ONLY 10 ft by 10 
ft. This is adequate for only 1-2 horses at the most.  This is a safety 
issue. We also want to confirm the current back stock pens will not be 
made any smaller in the new plans.  

 
 

  
  

Barrel Racer’s run out –  
 

     9. On the rodeo arena maps that we have reviewed, there is no option 
shown on the map for the barrel racers to have a run out for slowing 
down and stopping after they complete their run through the timers. 
Gates on two of the pens on the right side of the arena could open 
and be used for barrel racers to enter and use as the run out onto the 
compacted dirt contestant staging area. The RFVHC asks that this 
upgrade be delivered by the designers for the benefit of our cowgirls 
and their sport. Barrel racing is an equine activity that could utilize the 
rodeo arena on multiple nights. We need the best possible layout for 
young, old, amateur and professional barrel racers. 
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10. The competitor and EMT in and out gates of the arena are also 

missing from the maps. 
 
     11. The watering of the livestock and watering accessibility and ease for        

the handlers is redesigned with all issues in mind. There is no 
reason for any shortcuts to be made. This is a critical issue that 
needs contestant and rodeo contractor approval. 

 
Spectator Entrances, Spectator Services & Handicapped Parking  
 
 

The spectators for any event at the rodeo arena need space. There cannot 
be bottlenecks, nor can the spectator space be taken up by pop-up 
merchants. These are safety issues and with space, flow and access the 
spectators will be protected and happy.  
 
 

The space needed especially for spectator services needs to be near the 
porta potties and be handicapped accessible from the spectator entry gate 
and from the handicapped parking areas.   
 

The RFVHC recommends that some handicapped parking for the 
contestants in the parking area with the horse trailers and trucks is a good 
idea. Handicapped parking in general for the public should be kept well away 
from the competitor areas and should be near the “roll up wheelchair viewing 
area” and shaded for spectating comfort. 
 

 
Bleacher Walkways & Double Fence to Control Crowds 
 

RFVHC recommends at least a 12-foot walkway for spectators to enter and 
exit the bleachers/grandstands. Fire department regulations will determine 
what is needed, but we have found that at least 12 feet makes for a safe 
and comfortable way for children and older people to navigate. A center 
walkway would be a positive addition for safe spectator departures. 
 

Placing a double fence along the main grandstands will keep spectators 
and very small children away from the rough stock (bulls and broncs). This 
a is very important line of defense, and this alley way needs to be no less 
than 4 feet wide. We have been told that there is no way to keep the kids 
and enthusiastic spectators away from the action. As you can see in these 
two photos, a second fence or a cow return is a very effective measure, 
and the second fence can be moveable and useful for other events. 
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Clovis, New Mexico’s beautiful Rodeo Grounds has center walkways and 
double fencing between the base of the grandstands and the arena to keep 

spectators safe 
 

Double fencing in front of bleachers as well as being the roping cattle return 
alley acts as a barrier for spectator safety at a more casual rodeo grounds 

 

 
 
Food & Bar Tents – 
 
 

We want to recommend that the dining and bar areas for the public are not 
near the livestock holding areas or the competitor staging areas. This is a 
busy area and needs to be completely clear of spectators.  Food, flies, injury 
to people and livestock by unintended interaction can be avoided with proper 
placement of the public gathering areas.  
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Trucks, food delivery and generators will need a service road to the backside 
of the dining and bar areas. 
 

The Bar is critical to the revenue success of any caterer. Does the 
concessionaire decide on the placement of the food tent and bar tent? 
These options for positioning need to be well thought out in advance so 
future events can easily install their food and bar needs. A new alternative 
use event may not have the staff to handle two separate tents on opposite 
sides of the venue. The small footprint of the rodeo grounds is taking away 
more than just the parking.  
 

  
 

Children’s calf catch is a Rodeo favorite for locals and visitors alike. 
 
The Entrance To Snowmass Village  
 
 

 
 

According to the maps submitted to the TOSV Planning Commissioners for 
your approval, the first view people will see when driving into TOSV is 350 
lineal feet of decorative metal screen fencing that the planner wants to use 
to shield the stock pens and rodeo grounds from view.  
 

With the construction of this very expensive art fence, the view from the 
arena will also be blocked from the arena and the rodeo competitors will not 
be able to see their trucks and trailers in the parking area.  
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Many competitors have horses tied to their trailers waiting for competition 
and families in the trucks. Often contestants enter many events and have 
alternate horses for roping and barrel racing contests.  
 

Also, if the public wanders into the competitor parking area, which is 
screened, they could be injured without someone seeing what is going on.  
The screen between the arena and the competitor parking area is not a safe 
choice nor a safe idea. The RFVHC asks that this expensive budget item in 
the plan be eliminated. The western appearance of a NEW well designed 
rodeo arena and bleachers will enhance the entrance and welcome our 
visitors to the Snowmass Village. 
 
 

In the TOSV submitted permitting documents the RFVHC agrees that the 
Rodeo Arena and Rodeo Grounds character should be preserved. We quote:  
“The character that the comprehensive plan has determined is appropriate 
for this CPA overlay is to be rustic, western, understated, and retaining 
Snowmass Village’s ranching heritage including farming and ranching 
artifacts remaining from earlier periods of the Valley’s history. The proposed 
design aims to preserve the character described above largely through the 
strategic placement and aesthetic improvement of the rodeo and the 
preservation and enhancement of the pond and Brush Creek/wetlands.”   

Parking Surface – Information for Designers/Planners 

A parking area must be level to allow full use of the area, safe trailering and 
parking of unit, safe and comfortable loading and unloading of horses, 
trailer and trailer door clearances, etc. It must also have good drainage and 
be free of mud. Small crusher run gravel on a base of stabilizing large 
gravel is the most suitable for trucks and horse trailers. Small gravel is 
easier on the horse’s feet. Asphalt is slippery. Grass is acceptable but can 
be a problem in wet weather and requires maintenance. Here is a link for 
info:https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/recreational_trails/publications/f
s_publications/07232816/page11.cfm 

Truck & Trailer size allowances – Information for Designers/Planners  
 

The 12’ space between trailers as seen on earlier plans is not enough 
space. There must be at least 18’ between each truck and each trailer 
parked side by side in any equestrian contestant parking area. Trucks and 
trailers, people and other horses have been kicked in tight parking places.  
This amount of space will also make room for horseback riders passing 
between trailers on the way to the rodeo area.  
We are suggesting that the contestant parking lot needs further review for 
safe truck and trailer parking. For further information please go to the 
Federal Highway Administration Equestrian Design Guidebook.  
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https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/recreational_trails/publications/fs_pu
blications/07232816/page14.cfm#area    
 

To determine the optimum width for parking spaces, consider the trailer 
width, stock requirements, and space needed for walking behind the stock. 
Generally, trailers are 8 feet (2.4 meters) wide. Horses and mules tied to 
the side of the trailer need about 12 feet (3.6 meters) at the side of the 
trailer, if they stand perpendicular to the trailer. Another 4 feet (1.2 meters) 
is needed for a person to safely walk or lead an animal behind tied stock. 
Where space allows, add an extra 4 feet for open doors on neighboring 
vehicles, for a parking space that is 28 feet (8.5 meters) wide.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 8-7--Saddling a horse or mule requires access to all sides 
of the animal, and tight quarters make the job difficult. Note 
the difference in the horse trailers. The trailer on the left has 

parallel horse stalls, and the trailer on the right has slant-load—angle 
-stalls with a storage area behind the partially closed door. 

 

 
 

Figure 8-8--Adequate space in parking areas makes it easier 
and safer to saddle and care for horses and mules. They are more 

comfortable and are more apt to wait quietly. 
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Due to the current calculations on the Town Park maps, the RFVHC cannot 
be certain that there is enough parking area for the rodeo contestants. On 
the submitted documents, the plans refer to 46 trucks and trailers and then 
later, on another map 40 trucks and trailers. On a third map we see that 
multiple trucks and trailers are being parked in the “chain-up area”. We do 
not advise the that contestants be permitted to park on Brush Creek Road 
in the limited space in the “chain-up area”. 
 

In addition, we learned that the Snowmass Rodeo needs 48-50 parking 
spots for rodeo employees. RFVHC is asking to require the designers to 
please make dedicated space on the plans for these required helpers.  
 
Unloading  Zone & Ingress and Egress 
 

The rodeo parking lot for the Upper North Mesa Trail is the trail head for 
local Guides & Outfitters, the public and the Rodeo contestants, The 
RFVHC recommends a “horse unloading zone” that will prevent accidents 
and increase recreational usage. Horses that are unloading backwards 
from trailers can slip on asphalt and their legs can get caught under the 
trailer, or they may fall down. This is a major safety issue. The RFVHC 
recommends making an area that is flat, of road base/ bedding-sand for 
loading and unloading horses. After unloading, the truck drivers would then 
move to the parking area. 
 

A minimum 17.5ft inside radius and 34.5ft outside radius (larger rigs may 
need 35ft ID x 51.5ft OD radii) should also be considered to make 
maneuvering easy into parking spaces and around perimeter drive. Angling 
any designated parking spaces 30, 45 and 60 degrees helps provide an 
adequate turning radius and maximizes use of space. The RFVHC does 
not see on the maps any careful layout for these long rigs to arrive and 
depart safely.  
 

Parking Lot Organization - Per Rodeo Lease 
 

In our outreach we discovered that there is a TOSV Recreation Department 
decision that could be altered in the softball practice parking that takes place 
during the Wednesday night rodeo. There are parking issues.  
 

According to #12 Exclusivity clause in the 2022-2025  Snowmass 
Western Heritage Rodeo Lease  
 

#12 - “This agreement shall not preclude any other activity whatsoever at 
the Rodeo by TOSV, its employees, agents or invitees so long as such 
activities do not interfere with scheduled and approved events or activities 
of SWHA. Further, TOSV acknowledges and agrees that SWHA intends to 
cooperate and partner with other non-profits and entrees to jointly host and 
market certain activities and events at the Rodeo. “  
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The RFVHC feels strongly that parking problem for Wednesday afternoon 
and evening is worsened by other sports activities. We ask TOSV for their 
consideration that this overload in the parking lot somehow be corrected for 
the 2022 season. We will also encourage all Snowmass Rodeo and TOSV 
Recreation Facility users to take the bus to the rodeo, which will free up 
space for Rodeo Parking. 
 

 
Liability – 
 

We will be encouraging the residents and visitors of Snowmass Village and 
our Aspen communities to become involved. This safety aspect for the 
rodeo contestants, their animals, the stock contractor and the spectators is 
the driving factor for decision making.  
 

The Town Park Plan, which was submitted to the planning commission is 
inadequate to sustain a safe efficient rodeo. The RFVHC requests that 
the TOSV Planning Commissioners not rubber stamp a plan that the 
Town Council has submitted to you without the review and in-put from the 
rodeo contestants, staff and spectators.  
 

We ask for a total review of this incomplete plan, because we know that 
the footprint is smaller due to the addition of the two Flex area / soccer 
fields and there is no warm up area for equestrians. The Fire Department 
has approved 2300 spectators for the Rodeo. How can 2300 people even 
be expected to move around in such a small area? And how will the rodeo 
contestants, rodeo staff and spectators squeeze into this active busy 
space. 
 

No approvals should be given by the Planning Commission without 
comprehensive information on the efficiency and safety of the rodeo 
grounds plan, which we are now providing to the TOSV Planning 
Department. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 

Holly McLain – Communication Chairman 
Karin Reid Offield - President 

For the Board of Directors of the RFVHC – 

Vice President – Rheta Fulton 
Secretary & Trails – Susan Cuseo 
Treasurer - Alexandra Alwyn Davies 
Instagram, Trails and Rodeo - Taylor van Zyl 
Western Heritage - Marty Schlumberger 
Public Relations - Chantal (Charlie) Henderson 
Animal Health Education –Sam Johnson DMV  
Equine Community Outreach - Chuck Maker DMV 

Roaring Fork Valley Horse Council 
P.O. Box 127, Snowmass, Colorado 81654 

* 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization *
Top speak with Holly McLain RFVHC Communication Chair -  970-948-2151 

Contact us: rfvhc.colorado@gmail.com 
www.rfvhorsecouncil.org 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/keephorsesontrails/ 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/rfvhc/ 

The	Roaring	Fork	Valley	Horse	Council	is	a	501	(c)(3)	non-profit	organization
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